Lingenfelter Camaro SS
Engine Packages,Body Enhancement & Accessories

Perfecting the art of performance for over 35 years

Lingenfelter Camaro SS & ZL1 Engine Packages 2010-2013

Choosing Lingenfelter is a great way to enjoy your vehicle more & feel comfortable knowing that your Lingenfelter
modified Camaro SS will retain a higher resale value. Historically, Lingenfelter vehicle owners have seen resale
values similar to the Kelley Blue Book retail price plus about 70% of the original package cost.
Our 33 years of engine building experience enables us to design and build the most powerful and durable
engine packages available. All of Lingenfelter’s engine packages include professional installation by experienced
technicians for a factory installed appearance. The Lingenfelter 3/36 Engine Warranty is standard on most
Lingenfelter ZL1 Camaro Supercharger Upgrades & Engine Packages
630 HP ZL1 Engine
- 2.55 inch diameter steel supercharger drive pulley - 8 rib
- Lingenfelter ZL1 solid supercharger isolator coupling
- Port and polish supercharger snout
- Lingenfelter air intake duct & K & N Air Filter
- 160 degree thermostat
- Increased boost level 10 - 12 psi or 3 - 4 psi over stock
- Professional engine modifications, testing & PCM tuning
- Chassis dyno report before & after installation
- Excellent drivability, highway mileage not adversely affected
- Lingenfelter certificate of authenticity
- Lingenfelter 1 year/ 12,000 mile warranty on added components
- Package price - 2,595.00
650 HP ZL1 Engine
- All componets included in the Lingenfelter 630 HP Package
- Lingenfelter 10% overdrive harmonic balancer
- 63 lbs/hour fuel injectors
- Package Price 4,895.00
700+ HP ZL1 Engine
- All componets included in the Lingenfelter 650 HP Package
- Engine removal & dissassembly of heads
- 2.165” diameter hollow stem intake valves
- 1.59” diameter high temperature Inconel exhaust valves
- Lingenfelter CNC porting & polishing of cylinder heads for optimal flow
- Lingenfelter multi-angle valve job, cc chambers, surfacing & spring height adjustment
- Competition Cams valve springs, titanium retainers, 10 degree locks
- Lingenfelter GT9 camshaft by Competition Cams 215/247 .629/.656 121 CL
- GM Head gaskets & head bolts
- Lingenfelter 2 year/ 24,000 mile warranty
- Package price – 11,245.00

www.lingenfelter.com

260 724 2552

Lingenfelter Camaro SS Supercharger Packages 2010-2013
Magnuson TVS2300 Supercharger
Base Install Package
600 BHP / 570 lbs-ft of torque LS3 MT
550 BHP / 550 lbs-ft of torque L99 AT
-

Magnuson TVS2300 intercooled black supercharger
Based on OEM Eaton supercharger unit
Properly sized fuel injectors
Lingenfelter 160 thermostat
Professional installation & PCM tuning
Excellent drivability, highway mileage not
adversely affected
- Magnuson 3/36 warranty on supercharger
- Chassis dyno testing before & after installation
- Lingenfelter certificate of authenticity
Base package price 8,995.00

Shown with chrome finish Normal installation time required: 1 week

Lingenfelter Magnuson TVS2300
Supercharger 600 HP Package
600 BHP / 570 lbs-ft of torque LS3 MT
550 BHP / 550 lbs-ft of torque L99 AT
-

Magnuson TVS2300 intercooled black supercharger
Based on OEM Eaton supercharger unit
Properly sized fuel injectors
160 Degree thermostat
Kenne Bell fuel pump voltage booster
Lingenfelter High Flow Air Intake
Professional installation, testing and calibration
Chassis dyno report before & after installation
Excellent drivability, highway mileage not
adversely affected
- Lingenfelter 3 year/ 36,000 mile engine warranty
- Lingenfelter fender badges
- Lingenfelter certificate of authenticity
Package price 10,995.00

Normal installation time required: 1 week

Perfecting the art of performance for over 35 years
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Lingenfelter Camaro SS Supercharger Packages 2010-2013
Lingenfelter Magnuson TVS2300
Supercharger 650 HP Package
650 BHP / 565 lbs-ft of torque
-

Magnuson TVS2300 intercooled supercharger system
Black powder coated finish
Based on OEM Eaton supercharger unit
Lingenfelter CNC ported LS3 cylinder heads
Competition Cams dual valve springs, titanium
retainers, 10 degree locks
- Lingenfelter GT9 camshaft by Competition Cams
- Properly sized fuel injectors
- Kenne Bell Boost-a-pump fuel pump voltage booster
- Lingenfelter 160 thermostat
- Professional installation, testing and calibration
- Chassis dyno report before & after installation
- Excellent drivability, highway mileage not adversely affected
- Lingenfelter 3 year/ 36,000 mile warranty
- Lingenfelter fender badges
- Lingenfelter certificate of authenticity
LS3 MT package price 13,845.00
L99 AT package price 15,695.00

Lingenfelter Magnuson TVS2300
Supercharger 650 HP Forged Engine Package
650 BHP / 630 lbs-ft of torque
-

All items included in the 650 HP package plus the following
Mahle forged coated aluminum pistons and tool steel pins
Manley 4340 forged billet steel “I” beam connecting rods
Computer balanced LS3 crankshaft & rotating assembly
Total seal file fit rings
Clevite Heavy duty rod & main bearings
GM Head gaskets & head bolts

LS3 MT package price 19,875.00
L99 AT package price 21,225.00

Perfecting the art of performance for over 35 years
www.lingenfelter.com
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Normal installation time required: 4 weeks

Lingenfelter Camaro SS Supercharger Packages 2010-2013
Lingenfelter 427 CID LS3
Supercharged 750 HP Package
750 BHP / 735 lbs-ft of torque
-

Engine removal, disassembly and inspection
Chevrolet LS7 7.0 L aluminum block
Manley 4340 forged steel I beam connecting rods
Callies 4340 forged steel crankshaft - 4.000” stroke
Lingenfelter CNC porting of LS3 cylinder heads
Lingenfelter multi-angle valve job, cc, surfacing
& assembly
- OE 2.165” hollow stem intake valves
- 1.59” heavy duty Inconnel exhaust valves
- Lingenfelter GT9 supercharger camshaft
- Competition Cams dual valve springs, titanium retainers
- Mahle Forged aluminum coated pistons and tool steel pins
- Computer balanced rotating assembly
- Total Seal file fit piston rings
- Clevite heavy duty rod & main bearings
- GM head gaskets & head bolts
- Professional assembly and blueprinting of engine
- Magnuson TVS MP2300 supercharger assembly
- Black powder coat finish
- Lingenfelter 10 rib front supercharger drive system
- Lingenfelter 14 rib rear supercharger drive system
- Lingenfelter heavy duty 10 rib power steering pump
- ATI 10 rib harmonic balancer
- Lingenfelter dual intank fuel pump & fuel injectors
- 160 Degree thermostat
- Ported & polished LS3 throttle body
- Lingenfelter High Flow Air Intake
- Professional engine installation, testing & tuning
- Chassis dyno report before & after installation
- Excellent drivability, highway mileage not adversely affected
- Lingenfelter 3 year/ 36,000 mile warranty
- Lingenfelter certificate of authenticity
LS3 MT Package price 35,678.00
L99 AT Package price 36,328.00

Perfecting the art of performance for over 35 years
www.lingenfelter.com
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Shown with optional chrome finish
Normal installation time required: 6-8 weeks

Lingenfelter Camaro SS Supercharger Packages 2010-2013
Lingenfelter 427 CID LS9
Supercharged 775 HP Package
775 BHP / 735 lbs-ft of torque
-

Engine removal, disassembly and inspection
Chevrolet LS7 7.0 L aluminum block
Chevrolet LS9 aluminum heads
Manley 4340 forged steel I beam connecting rods
Callies 4340 forged steel crankshaft - 4.000” stroke
Lingenfelter CNC porting of LS9 cylinder heads
Lingenfelter multi-angle valve job, cc,
surfacing & assembly
- Titanium 2.165 diameter intake valves
- Inconnel 1.59 diameter hollow stem exhaust valves
- Lingenfelter GT9 supercharged LS9 camshaft
- Competition Cams dual valve springs, titanium retainers
- Mahle Forged aluminum coated pistons and tool steel pins
- Computer balanced rotating assembly
- File fit rings, heavy duty rod & main bearings,
head gaskets, head bolts
- Professional assembly and blueprinting of engine
- Magnuson TVS MP2300 supercharger - Black finish
- Lingenfelter 10 rib front supercharger drive system
- Lingenfelter 14 rib rear supercharger drive system
- Lingenfelter heavy duty 10 rib power steering pump
- ATI 10 rib harmonic balancer
- Lingenfelter dual intake fuel pump & fuel injectors
- 160 Degree thermostat
- 102 mm LS throttle body
- Lingenfelter High Flow Air Intake
- American Racing 1 7/8” stainless steel headers
- Professional engine installation, testing & tuning
- Chassis dyno report before & after installation
- Excellent drivability, highway mileage not adversely affected
- Lingenfelter 3 year/ 36,000 mile warranty
- Lingenfelter certificate of authenticity
LS3 MT Package price – 38,393.00
L99 AT Package price – 38,900.00

Perfecting the art of performance for over 35 years
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Shown with optional chrome finish
Normal installation time required: 6-8 weeks

Lingenfelter Camaro SS Supercharger Packages 2010-2013
Edelbrock E-Force TVS2300
Supercharger Base Package
516 rear wheel hp / 460 rear wheel torque
- Edelbrock E-Force TVS2300 intercooled
supercharger system
- Black powder coated finish
- Lingenfelter CNC engraved logo
- Based on OEM Eaton supercharger unit
- Properly sized fuel injectors
- Lingenfelter 160 thermostat
- Excellent drivability, highway mileage
not adversely affected
- Professional installation, testing & PCM calibration
- Edelbrock 1/12 warranty on supercharger assembly
- Chassis dyno testing before & after installation
- Lingenfelter certificate of authenticity
Normal installation time required: 1 week

Base package price 8,995.00

Lingenfelter Edelbrock E-Force TVS2300
Supercharged 650 HP Package
650 HP / 565 lbs-ft of torque
-

Edelbrock E-Force TVS2300 intercooled supercharger system
Black powder coated finish & Lingenfelter CNC engraved logo
Based on OEM Eaton supercharger unit
Lingenfelter CNC ported LS3 cylinder heads
Competition Cams dual valve springs, titanium retainers
Lingenfelter GT9 camshaft by Competition Cams
Properly sized fuel injectors & Lingenfelter 160 thermostat
Kenne Bell Boost-a-pump fuel pump voltage booster
Excellent drivability, highway mileage not adversely affected
Professional installation, testing and calibration
Chassis dyno report before & after installation
Lingenfelter 3 year/ 36,000 mile warranty
Lingenfelter certificate of authenticity

Package price 13,845.00
Normal installation time required: 3-4 weeks

Perfecting the art of performance for over 35 years
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Lingenfelter Camaro SS Drivetrain Options For Installed Packages
MTI Short Throw Shifter V8 2010-2013
MTI Racing has engineered the Six Shooter Shifter with 100%
stainless steel construction, 25% shorter throw, and a better
overall feel. The MTI shifter will provide a smooth, comfortable
shift that requires no extra effort & retains a quiet OEM
operation. Designed for the stock shift knob.
Shifter 349.95
Installed price 529.95
MGW Short Throw Shifter V8 2010-2013
The MGW short throw shifter is the only full replacement
shifter assembly for the Gen 5 Camaro SS. The MGW Shifter
reduces the mushy rubbery feel of the stock shifter & provides
a 33 % shorter throw. Designed with an integral spring
return gate that assists in a fast 2-3 powershifts & smooth 5-4
downshifts. Designed for the stock shift knob.
Shifter 399.95		
Installed price 599.95

GM ZR1 Twin Disc Clutch System V8 2010-2013
Lingenfelter offers a ZR1 twin disc clutch assembly & flywheel
that provides exceptional holding power without sacrificing
smooth operation and comfortable pedal operation. This
system does not exhibit any rattle at idle or chatter during
engagement and has been tested at over 700 hp. Lingenfelter
ZR1 twin disc clutch system includes: LPE billet steel flywheel,
GM ZR1 twin disc pressure plate assembly, clutch discs & bolts,
GM ZR1 clutch slave cylinder/actuator assembly & LPE slave/
actuator spacer. Installation labor may be required depending
on package choice.
Assembly price 1,595.00

Ring & Pinion 3.91 Ratio Gear Sets V8 2010-2013
Lingenfelter offers a premium ring & pinion gear set for the
Camaro SS that are designed & manufactured to meet OE
specifications to ensure long life and quiet operation. The 3.91
ratio ring & pinion provides 13% increase in effective rear
wheel torque multiplication compared to the factory 3.45 ring
& pinion MT & a 20% increase in effective rear wheel torque
multiplication compared to the factory 3.27 ring & pinion that
is found on the AT equipped Camaro SS. Gear sets are 100%
single flank rolled to assure acceptable NVH characteristics.
Gear material is a modified SAE 4320 steel alloy & produced by
American Axle an original equipment gear supplier
Ring & Pinion set/install kit 259.95 Installed price 1,254.00

All items shown on this page can be purchased
via mail order to be installed at home.

Perfecting the art of performance for over 35 years
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Lingenfelter Camaro SS Drivetrain Options For Installed Packages
Ring & Pinion 3.70 Ratio Gear Sets V8 2010-2013
Lingenfelter offers a premium ring & pinion gear set for the
Camaro SS that are designed & manufactured to meet OE
specifications to ensure long life and quiet operation. The
3.70 ratio ring & pinion provides a 7% increase in effective
rear wheel torque multiplication compared to the factory
3.45 ring & pinion MT & a 13% increase in effective rear
wheel torque multiplication compared to the factory 3.27 ring
& pinion that is found on the AT equipped Camaro SS. Gear
sets are 100% single flank rolled to assure acceptable NVH
characteristics. Gear material is a modified SAE 4320 steel
alloy & produced by American Axle an original equipment
gear supplier.
Ring & Pinion set/install kit 898.00 Installed price 1,893.00
1400 HP Rear Axle Half Shafts Set V8 2010-2013
Lingenfelter installs & sells the Driveshaft Shop level 5
heavy duty axle half shafts for the Camaro SS that are
designed to handle up to 1,400 horsepower. Featuring
high strength chromoly center bars, 108mm Porschestyle CV’s bolt-on heavy duty chromoly inner & outer
stubs. These axles are a direct bolt-on that fit the stock
hubs & come complete with all the necessary hardware.
Designed to help reduce wheel hop by using different
diameter chromoly axle bars on each side to allow the
axle bars to torsionally twist at different rates.
Left & right axle
1,849.00
Installed price
Lingenfelter Cast Aluminum Differential by American Axle 2010-2013
The Lingenfelter 241 MM or 9.48”
diameter cast aluminum differential
kit is a direct bolt in and includes a
heavy duty driveshaft assembly and
heavy duty axles. For comparison the
factory differential assembly is a 218
MM diameter ring gear. These units
are production built by American Axle
who is the OE supplier to GM for the
factory Camaro differentials. The 241MM
Camaro SS differential assembly includes
the American Axle TracRite® GT Helical
Gear Limited Slip Carrier Assembly for
smooth, quiet operation, torque sensitive
design that instantaneously biases
torque before differentiation begins.
Differential, HD Axles & HD Driveshaft 8,250.00		

Installed price 8,450.00

Perfecting the art of performance for over 35
www.lingenfelter.com
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Lingenfelter Camaro SS Suspension Options For Installed Packages
Hotchkis Adjustable Sport Sway Bars V8 2010-2013
Like most modern muscle cars, the Camaro SS suffers from
significant understeer and body roll. Hotchkis Sport Sway Bars
are one of the fastest, easiest and most dramatic modifications
you can make to the new Camaro, virtually eliminating body
roll, dramatically improving steering response and control. A
high-strength tubular 1.25” front bar and three-way adjustable
1.00” rear bar allow you to dial-in the way the car responds to
throttle steer and driver input.
Front & rear set 514.95 Installed price 649.95
Hotchkis Sport Coil Springs V8 2010-2013
Hotchkis Sport Coil Springs for the Camaro SS offer a sleek 1”
lowered stance, dramatically improved handling and superior
driver control thanks to a lower center of gravity. Hotchkis
engineers poured over computer modeling and track testing
data to create the ultimate new Camaro spring that improves
handling while offering a sporty yet comfortable ride. Hotchkis
Performance Springs were developed as a complete front and
rear balanced system, giving the Camaro an aggressive stance
& great handling.
Front & rear set 322.95 Installed price 699.95

Hotchkis Track Pack V8 2010-2013
The Camaro SS Track Pack system includes:
Hotchkis Sport springs
Hotchkis Front & rear adjustable sway bars
Hotchkis Max Brace
Track Pack $1,298.00
Installed price $1,699.00

Hotchkis Chassis Max Brace V8 2010-2013
Like most modern muscle cars, the Camaro suffers from
significant chassis flex and wheel hop. Under hard acceleration,
the stock rear subframe moves quite a bit, reducing traction
and stability. Installing a Hotchkis Sport Suspension Chassis
Max Brace reduces chassis flex and improves traction during
hard launches and high-speed cornering by triangulating the
rear sub frame to the chassis frame rails. Manufactured from
strong, lightweight elliptical aluminum tubing and mated to
laser cut, CNC machined aluminum brackets, the system bolts
on in minutes.
Max brace 550.95		
Installed price 624.95
Pedders Sway Bars Solution B V8 2010-2013
The Pedders Camaro SS “Solution B” kit includes 27mm front
bar and a 27mm rear bar with urethane D bushings and
eXtreme adjustable endlinks. The Camaro Solution B eXtreme
Endlinks are critical to the performance of the bar.
Front & rear bar system 599.95 Installed price 699.95

All items shown on this page can be purchased
via mail order to be installed at home.

Perfecting the art of performance for over 35 years
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Lingenfelter Camaro SS Suspension Options For Installed Packages
Lingenfelter Camaro Drag Race Suspension System 2010-2012
The Lingenfelter 5th Gen Camaro Drag Race Suspension system was developed by LPE to improve the 60’
times and ¼ mile performance of stock to heavily modified Camaro SS. This was developed using the
Lingenfelter LS9 supercharger equipped black 2010 Camaro SS. This 6 speed MT vehicle puts out 1,250
RWHP with a best 1/4 mile of 8.99 @ 158 mph with a best 60’ of 1.304. The shocks included in this kit have
their valving optimized for drag racing and the double adjustable front and rear shocks are designed to allow
a wide range of adjustments and allow them to be installed in almost any Camaro combination. The spring
rates are selected specifically for drag racing & are designed for a full weight vehicle. Individually adjustable
for both rebound and compression. Adjustable for overall length & allows ride height changes without
impacting spring preload or shock travel.
Includes:
• Front & rear LPE Pedders double adjustable coil over shocks
• Front & rear LPE Pedders drag racing coil springs
• LPE Adjustable Rear Control Arm Trailing Arm Set
• LPE Adjustable Rear Stabilzer Bar End Link Set
• LPE Adjustable Rear Forward Tie Rod Set
• 1” tubular rear adjustable anti-sway bar & bushings
• Differential urethane side mount bushings, Delrin rear
mount bushing & aluminum rear cradle bushings
• Underbody chassis brace
L500161410 LPE Drag Race Suspension Kit 6,750.00

L500151410 Double Adjustable Coil Overs
Shocks & Springs Only 3,995.00
Lingenfelter Adjustable Suspension Rods & Links
Lingenfelter adjustable forward tie rods are made from high
strength chrome-moly tube & powder coated black. They
incorporate chrome-moly teflon lined spherical rod ends on
both ends. Tubular chrome-moly design results in a high
strength part that virtually eliminates flex.
Adj Rear Suspension Trailing Arm Set 234.95
Adj Rear Suspension Stabilzer Bar End Link Set
79.95
Adj Rear Suspension Forward Tie Rod Set 279.95

All items shown on this page can be purchased
via mail order to be installed at home.

Perfecting the art of performance for over 35 years
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Lingenfelter Signature Series Body Enhancements Camaro SS 2010-2013

Lingenfelter Signature Series Body Enhancements
Advance Composite Specialties manufactures the Lingenfelter Camaro
SS Body Enhancement components with ACS’s validated RTM process.
RTM or Resin Transfer Molding technology creates a part of OEM quality.
Fiberglass is injected into a mold and then compressed under high
pressure. This manufacturing method creates a panel that is smooth on
both sides with a consistent thickness across the entire surface. Panels
are then trimmed using a CNC robotic water jet for a clean, smooth
cut on every part. The result is better fitting panel, reducing body shop
installation & fitment times.
Functional Ram Air High Rise Hood
The ram air hood channels cool air from the lower slot to an exit that
lines up with the Roto Fab air intake kit. The hood is available with or
without a clear polycarbonate window & optional heat extractor panel.
L850131410 Lingenfelter Ram Air Hood 1,095.00
L850201410 Lingenfelter Ram Air Hood W/ Window 1,295.00
Aerodynamic Front Chin Spoiler
The Lingenfelter Signature Series Front Chin Spoiler adds stunning looks
and functionality with its unique design.
L850141410 Lingenfelter Front Chin Spoiler Camaro SS 429.95

Perfecting the art of performance for over 35 years
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Rocker Cover Extensions
The Lingenfelter Signature Series Rocker Cover kit adds a custom
look to your Camaro SS by extending the factory rocker panel.
L850171410 Lingenfelter Rocker Covers 1,498.00
Rear Valance Panel
The Lingenfelter Signature Series Rear Valance covers the lower
rear fascia to nicely complement the design of your Camaro SS.
L850161410 Lingenfelter Rear Valance Panel 649.00
Aerodynamic Rear Deck Spoiler
The Lingenfelter Signature Series Rear Deck Spoiler adds stunning
looks and functionality with its unique design.
L850151410 Lingenfelter Rear Deck Spoiler 349.95
Front Grill Assembly With Lingenfelter Badge
The Lingenfelter Signature Series Front Grill assembly gives your
Camaro SS an aggressive look & nicely complements the design of
your Camaro SS. This grill includes a fiberglass insert and is also
available in carbon fiber.
L850181410 Front Grill Assembly 749.00

Perfecting the art of performance for over 35 years
www.lingenfelter.com
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Lingenfelter Accessories for Camaro SS 2010-2013

GTZ Heat Extractor Hood
The Lingenfelter Camaro SS GTZ hood is a fully functional
heat extractor hood that adds an aggressive look & helps
performance by removing the hot high pressure air from your
engine bay. The GTZ hood fits Camaro SS & Camaro V6 with
enough clearance for the Edelbrock E Force Supercharger.
The Lingenfelter GTZ heat extractor hood is manufactured
by Advance Composite Specialties using ACS’s validated RTM process. RTM or Resin Transfer Molding
technology creates a part of OEM quality. Fiberglass is injected into a mold and then compressed under
high pressure. This manufacturing method creates a panel that is smooth on both sides with a consistent
thickness across the entire surface.
SWS10501001 Lingenfelter GTZ Heat Extractor Hood 995.00
Lingenfelter Logo CNC Billet Pedals Set
Lingenfelter offers these unique CNC machined billet
aluminum black anodized pedal sets for the Camaro
SS 2010-2012. Camaro SS LS3 manual transmission
equipped vehicles sets include the dead pedal, brake
pedal, clutch pedal & gas pedal. L99 automatic
transmission equipped vehicle sets include dead pedal,
brake pedal & gas pedal. Easy to install, provides
improved heal-toe downshifting & increased driving
confidence.
L820011410 Manual Transmission 169.95
L820031410 Automatic Transmission 169.95

Perfecting the art of performance for over 35 years
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Lingenfelter Accessories for Camaro SS 2010-2013
ACS T3 Front Fascia Bumper & Splitter 2010-2013
The ACS T3 front fascia is a replacement front end with the
SS style intake slot. The T3 has an aggressive look from its
cooling ports that are installed with available one inch fog
lights, T3 Splitter with an optional cooling channel this front
fascia also improves the engine’s cooling capacity by delivering
cold air to the radiator. The ACS fascia is a modified Genuine
GM part. Each part is robotically trimmed and assembled
in a dedicated fixture. Particular design characteristics are
incorporated in the assembly to insure compatibility between
the various materials.
ACS T3 Front Bumper Port Kit
ACS offers the T3 Front Bumper Ports alone that
can be installed in your Camaro SS stock front
bumper or fascia. The T3 Bumper Ports include
inner panel installation rings, adhesive and
instructions. These do require cutting your stock
front bumper to install them. We recommend
that you have a qualified body shop do the
installation & will require painting. Shown with
optional LED light kit.
ACS33-4-039 ACS T3 Front Bumper Port Kit 424.95
ACS T3 Hood Ports For Stock Camaro SS RS LS Hood
The T3 Hood Port Kit is kit the coolest way to upgrade your
stock hood & extract the engines hot air, while reduce body
lift at high speed by relieving under hood pressure. T3
Hood ports includes a water management system draining
the water towards the radiator support away from critical
engine electronics. For extreme events like racing, you can
easily remove the deflector for an optimum suction effect.
Kits come with everything needed including instructions,
templates and adhesive.
ASC33-4-049 T3 Hood Port Kit 549.00

ACS T3 Functional Mail Slot Kit
With the ACS T3 Rad Support, you can finally utilize the mail slot and
let the cold air into the engine compartment to enhance cooling. Ideally
installed with our T3 Hood ports the T3 rad support can be used with or
without. Panel is sold primed and can be painted any colors to enhance
your engine compartment!
ACS T3 Funtional Mail Slot Kit ACS33-4-073 199.00

Perfecting the art of performance for over 35 years
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Lingenfelter offers the Retrokits Camaro body design
packages as an installed package complete with paint or
individual components for installation by your local body
shop.
1969 Style non RS system includes:
Front fascia
Lower spoiler
Standard chrome bumper
Grille assembly with SS badge
Two headlight assemblies
Two lower running light assemblies
All required mounting brackets
Wiring harness assembly
Kit price not installed
Kit price installed & painted

6,850.00
8,550.00

1969 Style RS system includes:
Front fascia
Lower spoiler
Standard chrome bumper
Grill assembly with SS badge
Two headlight assemblies with door & motors
Two lower running light assemblies
All required mounting brackets
Wiring harness assembly
Kit price not installed
Kit price installed & painted

8,150.00
9,750.00

Rear spoiler
Chrome rear bumper
Chrome rear gill inserts
Chrome hood vents / ice cube trays

RS System

Non RS System

425.00
399.00
199.00
199.00

Oracle LED Halo Headlights
ORACLE LED Halo headlight kits are the
single most head-turning modification you
can do for such a small investment. Throw
out what you think you know about Halo
lights because you have not seen anything
until you have seen a set of ORACLE Halos
in person. These Halos utilize the latest
technology & can be seen vividly even in
direct sunlight. Oracle Halo headlight kits are available in two
versions. Single color or dual colors. Colors available: white,
red, blue, green, amber or purple. Dual color kits colors
available: red/white, blue/white, amber/white.
Oracle LED Halo Headlight Lighting Kit 169.00
See the full line of Oracle Camaro lighting including ColorShift
Halo kit that produces unlimited colors, fog halo kits, side marker
LEDs, reverse light LEDs and more at http://www.lingenfelter.com

Lingenfelter Aluminum Coil Covers
These TVS2300 Magnuson supercharger aluminum coil covers
feature rolled edges & are boxed on the ends for a tighter
cleaner look. The coil covers are precision cut from 1/8 5052
aluminum plate & have mig welded fasteners that attach
securely using factory style mounts. LPE coil covers have a high
quality automotive paint & clear coat with Lingenfelter painted
on logos. We can match the paint color on your car or you can
specify other paint colors.
$595.95

Lingenfelter Camaro SS Anodized Shock Tower Brace
This shock tower brace is hard coat anodized black with the
Lingenfelter logo laser etched into the aluminum surface. The hard
coat anodizing process results in a very durable and maintenance
free surface. This is a direct bolt on for 2011 & newer Camaro SS.
L500141411 Camaro Anodized Shock Brace 324.95
$100.00 refund if you return your original brace as a core.

All items shown on this page can be purchased
via mail order to be installed at home.

Perfecting the art of performance for over 34 years
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Lingenfelter Camaro SS Brake Options For Installed Packages
Brembo Cross Drilled HD Brake Rotors V8 2010-2013
Upgrade your Camaro SS brakes with this heavy duty cross
drilled rotor. Brembo Sport Cross-Drilled Rotors are widely
regarded as the world’s finest factory-style replacement
discs. Brembo rotors are forged from high-carbon cast iron
that guarantees top performance in any driving situation.
These Brembo Sport rotors utilize a cross-drilled design that
evacuates heat and refreshes brake pad surfaces for better
bite. Drilled surface also wicks water away from the rotor
surface, noticeably improving brake response in wet weather
conditions. Directly replaces your stock rotors without the
need for additional parts, modification or larger wheels.
Front & rear rotors 892.00 Installed price 992.00
Lingenfelter Logo Brembo 6 Piston Monobloc Calipers
The factory Brembo brakes work great but you still can
improve your Camaro SS braking performance by installing
these Lingenfelter Logo Brembo 6-piston monobloc calipers.
These are designed to be a direct replacement for the Camaro
SS and use the stock diameter Camaro SS rotors. This
upgrade will provide a 25% overall improvement in braking
performance. Brembo 6-piston front brake caliper upgrade
will improve pad longevity & performance due to its larger
high performance pads along with better brake modulation &
control. These calipers have a higher thermal capacity and will
be an improvement for street or track use. Include Goodridge
Braided Stainless steel brake lines.
Front pair of calipers 1,995.00 Installed price 2,195.00
Rear pair of calipers 1,795.00 Installed price 1,995.00

Carbotech Front & Rear Brake Pads for V8 2010-2013
Carbotech Performance brake pads are designed to be
used with the stock Camaro calipers & will benefit you with
its awesome release & modulation plus unmatched rotor
friendliness. The Carbotech pads last 2-3 times longer then
the OE pad as well as extending rotor life 2-3 times. The
Bobcat 1521™ compound is Carbotech’s high performance
street compound that is suitable for all street cars & has won
multiple SCCA Solo 2 & Prosolo National Championships.
Front set 172.00
Installed price 262.00
Rear set 151.00		
Installed price 241.00

All items shown on this page can be purchased
via mail order to be installed at home.
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Lingenfelter Camaro SS Brake Options For Installed Packages
Brembo Front 6 Piston Monobloc Caliper & Cross
Drilled
Upgrade your Camaro brakes with the Brembo 6 piston
monoblock Brembo calipers, cross drilled or slotted 380 mm
x 32 mm two piece rotors, pads & stainless steel brake lines.
Calipers avalable in black, red, silver or yellow powder coating
and with Lingenfelter painted logos. Fits with most stock or
can be used with aftermarket wheels with correct offsets.
Front kit 4,195.00 		
Installed price 4,295.00

Brembo Rear 4 Piston Monobloc Caliper & Cross Drilled
or Slotted 2 Piece Rotors 2010-2013
Upgrade your Camaro brakes with the Brembo 4 piston
monoblock Brembo calipers, cross drilled or slotted 380
mm x 28 mm two piece rotors, pads & stainless steel brake
lines. Calipers available in black, red, silver or yellow powder
coating and with Lingenfelter painted logos. Fits with most
stock or can be used with aftermarket wheels with correct
offsets.
Brembo Crossed Drilled Kit

Available caliper colors
Lingenfelter logo also
available as an option

Goodridge Stainless Steel Brake Lines V8 2010-2013
Goodridge G-Stop High Performance Race-Bred Street
Brake Line Kits are constructed from the finest quality hose,
consisting of a PTFE inner hose covered by braided stainless
steel. This hose provides a more responsive and firm brake
pedal by eliminating the “spongy” feel that often accompanies
stock rubber brake lines. Additionally, when G-Stop brake
hoses are used with an ABS braking system they virtually
eliminate brake pedal “chatter” and significantly reduce
stopping distance.
Full set 169.95 			
Installed price 259.95

All items shown on this page can be purchased
via mail order to be installed at home.
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Lingenfelter Camaro SS Exhaust Options For Installed Packages
American Racing Long Tube Headers V8 2010-2013
American Racing makes an excellent 304 stainless steel long tube
header system that is designed to fit great, install easily & produce
outstanding horsepower & torque gains. The ARH headers come with
3/8 thick flanges that are tig welded & have hand ported inlets, merge
collectors with scavenger spikes, 200 cell metallic substrate high flow
cats. Includes a 3” merged back pipe that extends to the rear axle to
connect to the factory or aftermarket exhaust system.
Headers 1,782.00 		
Installed price 2,332.00
Kooks Stainless Long Tube Headers 1 7/8 Camaro 2010-2012
Constructed of sturdy 304 stainless steel, Kooks long tube headers for
the 5th Gen V8 Camaro SS produce the power sound that has made
them among the most sought after header systems on the market.
To allow an easy connection to the OEM exhaust or aftermarket axle
back exhuast Kooks include a 3” x 2-1/2” connection pipe with high
flow catalytic converters. Kooks header system includes all necessary
hardware, gaskets & oxygen sensor extensions.
Headers 1,548.00 Installed price 2,098.00
Corsa Stainless Steel Cat Back Exhaust V8 2010-2013 Corsa’s
straight-through 2.5” nonrestrictive system design maximizes airflow,
improving performance and fuel economy. Airflow increases up to
44% over stock exhaust for an average increase of up to 6HP and
7ft-lbs. of torque. CORSA’s Patented RSC™ Technology allows them to
acoustically style the sound of your Camaro to give you the true voice
of performance without the annoying drone while cruising. LPE sold
systems include a LPE logo 4” polished Pro-Series tips. All components,
even clamps and hangers, of the system are constructed of premium
grade, 304 Stainless Steel
Corsa exhaust 1,391.00 		

Installed price 1,591.00

Lingenfelter Camaro SS Axle Back Exhaust
Lingenfelter’s stainless steel axle back exhaust system gives
your V8 Camaro a very aggressive muscle car sound. The LPE
axle back system is available in a straight-through 2.5 inch or 3
inch nonrestrictive system that designed to maximize airflow to
improve performance. This axle back exhaust has 4” polished
tips with Lingenfelter logos. All components of the system are
constructed from premium grade 304 stainless steel. Easy
bolt-on installation that requires no welding. Made in the USA &
LIFETIME warranty. Systems start at just $494.95

All items shown on this page can be
purchased via mail order to be installed at
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1969 Retro Mirror Polished
Stainless Front Fender Emblems
Lingenfelter first used these Camaro badges on
our orange Lingenfelter 2010 Camaro SS retro
car. Emblems are made from high quality mirror
polished stainless steel. These are replica emblems
originally used on: 1968 Camaro except Rally Sport
1969 Camaro all Emblems are slightly bigger than
OEM Camaro emblems Sold as a pair and uses 3M
adhesive tape.
LPEC-8147-5SP 69 Retro Fender Emblems

89.95

Escort Passport 9500ci Radar Detector
Laser Jammer Hidden Defense System
The Passport 9500ci is the ultimate custom-installed
radar and laser defense system. With blistering allband radar protection and precise 360 degree laser
shifting technology, speeding tickets can be a thing
of the past. Escort continues to lead the industry
by incorporating its patented GPS technology that
automatically identifies the source and location
of all radar signals. Real threats are processed in
less than a second, while false signals are learned
and eliminated. The Passport 9500ci is completely
undetectable to all radar detector detectors, keeping
you unseen and unnoticed. Crystal-Clear Voice Alerts,
Speed Alert, Safety Warning System and its stealth
installation make the Passport 9500ci the ultimate in
discreet protection. It also comes pre-loaded with
thousands of Safety Camera locations, red light and
fixed speed cameras throughout the U.S. & Canada
and can be updated through Escort’s web site.
Passport 9500ci 1,599.00
Display Module
Control Module
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Installed price 1,995.00

Lingenfelter Accessories for Camaro SS 2010-2013
Lingenfelter Logo MT Leather Shift
Knob by MOMO
The LPE shifter knob is ergonomically designed to
be a comfortable and stylish accessory that’s easy
to install. The shift knob comes covered in black
leather, has an alcantara synthetic suede insert on
the front finger area & contrasting silver stitching.
The LPE shift knob fits most of the popular GM
applications & features the LPE logo with the 6
speed shift pattern.
L350160000 Lingenfelter Shift Knob Red Stitching 94.95
L350150000 Lingenfelter Shift Knob Silver Stiching 94.95
L350140000 Lingenfelter Shift Knob Black Stiching 94.95

SportBar Improves
Functionality Of Factory Wind Stop
The Classic Design Concepts SportBar for the 2011-2013 Camaro convertible is specifically designed to
enhance the visual appearance of your convertible while maintaining a professional & factory look. As with
most convertible cars, the 5th Gen Camaro lacks definition where the coupe’s sloping roofline has been
removed. This product brings back that aggressive side profile and gets rid of that flat line that typically
defines a convertible from the windshield back.
CDC1143-7000-01 Classic Design Products SportBar 469.00
Custom Billet Aluminum Accessories
Camaro SS billet aluminum accessories from Defenderworx are
carefully crafted from aircraft grade aluminum & chrome-plated
to GM standards. Four year limited manufacturer’s warranty on
all parts. Kit includes: Locking Fuel Door, Bowtie Set, Door Sill
Set, Side Vent Insert Set, Reverse Light Surround Set
GM Officially Licensed Product. See over 22 different billet
accessories at http://www.lingenfelter.com
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Lingenfelter Accessories for Camaro SS 2010-2013
Lloyds Lingenfelter Logo Embroidered Floor Mats
These Lloyds mats are a perfect match to the original carpet
color and made with DuPont Nylon yarn to provide a high
quality mat with a luxurious soft feel. It’s the same type of yarn
used by many auto manufacturers for their OEM carpeting.
Lloyd Ultimats are the finest quality floor mat available & have a
2 year warranty. Please specify mat color and logo color when
ordering. Sold in sets of 2 front & 2 rear mats 169.95
Lingenfelter Logo License Plate Frames
These superior quality license plate frames are made from a
special aluminum & zinc alloy blend that produces a very solid
part that feels similar to billet aluminum. Lingenfelter license
plate frames come in a non scratching blue white bright chrome
finish or gloss black. The finish quality exceeds the OEM 200
hour salt spray durability test to insure a long lasting quality part
you will be proud to display on your vehicle. The license plate
frames have the Lingenfelter logo CNC machined & filled with
gloss resin that really stands out. Black or Chrome
39.95
Cover King Autobody Armor Car Cover LPE Logo
The Cover King Autobody Armor is truly a one-of-a-kind fabric,
years ahead of any other car-cover material on the market.
Offering the utmost in water resistance while maintaining the
highest possible breathability & stretch to fit like a glove. So
luxurious it will contour your vehicle’s every curve while
delivering top-notch protection against the most hazardous &
extreme weather This cover is also lined with softness to guard
your vehicle’s delicate finish.
CVC3AB98CH8570 Autobody Armor Car Cover LPE Logo 379.95
Cover King Satin Stretch Indoor Car Cover LPE Logo
The Cover King Satin Stretch™ is an indoor Custom Car Cover
fabric. Satin Stretch™ is the SOFTEST fabric available, and has
Lycra yarns to hug every contour of a vehicle. Blind stitching
results in invisible seams - this is a SEXY car cover! These
covers come in black color with a white Lingenfelter logo on the
hood. Satin stretch covers are designed for indoor storage and
is not water resistant.
CVC3SS95CH8570 Satin Stretch Car Cover LPE Logo 299.95
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Lingenfelter Apparel
Lingenfelter Camaro SS Route 66 T Shirts
We worked with two of our Lingenfelter Camaro customers
who live in Arizona. They shared their vision with a graphic
artist & here is the finished product. We are very pleased and
honored to take part in such a great project.
L91109WH Lingenfelter Camaro SS Route 66 T Shirts 19.95

Operation Lingenfelter Military
Charity T-Shirt
Black Gildan T-shirt 100%
Cotton pre shrunk& washes
great. Fits true to size front
Silver Lingenfelter Performance
Engineering logo on front left
upper chest. Back of shirt features

Lingenfelter Signature Series Camaro Long Sleeve Shirt
This long sleeve screen printed shirt shows off the lines &
aggressive style of the Lingenfelter Signature Series Camaro.
L91200WH Lingenfelter Signature Series Camaro Shirt 21.95
Lingenfelter LS9 2010 Camaro SS Race Car T-Shirt
This colorful T Shirt from Lingenfelter features the black 2010
Lingenfelter LS9 powered Camaro SS Race Car. This Camaro ran
8.997 seconds @ 158.80 mph at Maryland International Raceway
on November 18, 2010. Hanes® Tagless 6.1-ounce, 100% cotton
shirt.
L91103 Lingenfelter LS9 Camaro SS Race Car T-Shirt 18.95

See all the Lingenfelter hats at www.lingenfelter.com
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